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Using secure multi-party computing protocols (MPC), a group of participants who distrust one another can securely compute any function of their shared secret inputs. Participants exchange these inputs in a manner similar to secret sharing, where each participant owns a portion of the input but is unable to independently reconstruct the complete information without collaborating with the other participants. This kind of computation is quite powerful and has many uses where data privacy is quite critical such as areas like government, business, and academia. MPC has grown from a subject of theoretical study to a technology being employed in industry, becoming effective enough to be deployed in practice with various algorithms implemented with MPC frameworks. In this study, two versatile MPC frameworks, MP-SPDZ and MPyC are analyzed. These frameworks’ performances are compared by using algorithms execution times from basic operations to more complex structures like shuffle sort algorithm. Profiling results are also analyzed to reveal the bottleneck points of the algorithms where the time consumption increases drastically. To detect the critical parts easier, profiling results are visualized as dot graphs. Besides all these, in the MPyC framework, Sattolo shuffle algorithm is implemented and compared with the current modern version of Fisher-Yates algorithm.
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A group of participants that distrust each other can safely compute any function of their shared secret inputs using secure multi-party computation protocols (MPC). These inputs are shared among participants as a manner of secret sharing, where each person owns a portion of the input but cannot reconstruct the entire information independently without working with the other participants. MPC has a broad range of applications from secure financial transactions to healthcare. It allows participants to share their private data and compute jointly without learning nothing but just computation result. To adapt these functionalities to the real world, many MPC frameworks are developed. The utility and implementation of these frameworks were significantly improved by ground-breaking publications. Modern MPC frameworks like MP-SPDZ and MPyC, which provide versatile, high-performance options for secure multi-party computation, were made possible by these developments however the performances still need improvements.

There are various studies focus on performance comparison about MPC frameworks [22], [18], [26]. In these studies, execution times of basic functions and simple algorithms like inner product are used for benchmark. A bunch of ciphers are implemented and their execution time results are detailed for comparison of MPC frameworks. Reasons of the poor performances are explained without diving into sub functions just by analyzing execution times of algorithms.

Performance comparison and enhancement are always hot topic for all areas. One of the ways of the enhancement is revealing the bottleneck points of the algorithms and resolving the over time consumption. With using profiling tools, bottleneck points
are detected of the algorithms by measuring the execution time of each call. Using profiling tools to enhance the algorithms by resolving the bottlenecks is a common method in recent studies [20], [8].

When performances of the frameworks are considered, MP-SPDZ is one of the best frameworks however it is not on the top if the usability has more priority. MPyC is better than MP-SPDZ for accessibility and usability so combining these features with improved performance on MPyC framework may increase the usage of it in real world applications. For the improvement, we try to find out the reasons behind poor performance with profiling analysis. In the literature, we didn’t encounter any profiling analysis about these two MPC frameworks.

By combining execution times and profiling results, we aimed to show the performance difference of these two frameworks and reveal bottleneck points of the implemented algorithms if exists. Showing the statistics of all the function calls and their effects on the overall execution times is the motivation of this study.

1.1 Historical Process and Literature Review

Multi-Party Computation originated at the intersection of computer science, cryptography and concerns about privacy. The principle of secure multiparty computation was originally formalized in the early 1980s, which is when MPC frameworks began to evolve historically. This concept was first proposed in Andrew Yao’s 1982 article "Protocols for Secure Computations," [45] which is where it all began. It has introduced as "Yao’s Millionaires’ Problem". The protocol allows two millionaires to compare their wealth without revealing related data.

Following years, researchers developed effective algorithms for secure two-party computation, which were essential to secure e-commerce transactions and computations that preserved privacy. The research of Oded Goldreich and Charles Rackoff on "Secure Multi-Party Computation" [16] and the creation of cryptographic primitives like Oblivious Transfer and Zero-Knowledge Proofs are two examples. More practical and versatile MPC frameworks developments are inevitable. The evolution of MPC frameworks over time shows a progression from theoretical ideas to the useful, effec-
There are several studies on MPC frameworks about their performance or usability comparison. These works are the basis of our experiment. The study "General purpose compilers for secure multi-party computation" [18] compares eleven systems: EMP-toolkit[41], Obliv-C[46], ObliVM[25], TinyGarble[37], SCALE-MAMBA[1], Wysteria[30], Sharemind[6], PICCO[47], ABY[12], Frigate[29] and CBMC-GC[14]. It focuses on usability by evaluating language expressibility, capabilities of the cryptographic back-end and accessibility to developers. Implementation of inner product is one of their test algorithms. The study "Performance Comparison of Two Generic MPC-frameworks with Symmetric Ciphers"[26] compares two frameworks MP-SPDZ and MPyC by implementing a bunch of Symmetric Ciphers like AES, ChaCha20, Trivium etc. It presents the benchmark results of basic operations. Then it shares the performance analysis of the ciphers by evaluating execution times without any profiling so any bottlenecks can’t be revealed. The study "MP-SPDZ: A Versatile Framework for Multi-Party Computation"[22] focuses the comparison MP-SPDZ with other frameworks like ABY[12], Fresco[19], OblivC[46] etc. They calculated execution times of inner product implementations. They apply many protocols like Shamir[35], Malicious Shamir[7], Yao's Garbled Circuits[4] etc. Most of the cases, MP-SPDZ presents better performance. This research also focuses on only execution times without any further study like profiling.

While evaluating the performance of the frameworks, execution time analysis is very usefully however it is not enough to find out the reason of the performance difference and improve the poor performances. Profiling is the common method for this purpose. Code profiling enables us to analyze the algorithms and reveals whether there is a bottleneck that spends too much time or not. There are many studies that use profiling method to improve specific tasks in different fields. The study "Optimizing a medical image registration algorithm based on profiling data for real-time performance"[20] suggests improvements based on the dot graph visualization and detects performance bottlenecks on a complex algorithm with gprof profiling. The study "Parallel Collision Detection with OpenMP"[8] tries to improve the performance of a collision detection algorithm by analyzing its profiling data. They reduce the number of instructions with the help of gprof2dot and speed up the process.
1.2 Contribution of thesis

As mentioned above sections, there various studies about MPC frameworks. Benchmarks provide only execution time analysis. Their results don’t present the behaviour inside the functions. Bottlenecks of the algorithms stay unknown. Our aim is taking these studies a step further. We present a new perspective for comparison of MPC frameworks. We used profiling tools to reveal the reasons of MPC frameworks poor performance in specific algorithms. We presented the statistics of every function call with cProfile tool. To analyze these data, we visualized them with gprof and gprof2dot tools. After the profiling results are obtained, a well known shuffle algorithm, Sattolo Shuffle is implemented in the MPyC to add a new usability feature to the framework.

1.3 Outline

In this thesis, two Multi Party Computation [24] frameworks, MP-SPDZ [22] and MPyC [34] are studied. Their performance and profiling characteristics are analyzed, bottleneck of the algorithms are focused. Sattolo shuffle algorithm implementation is presented.

Chapter 2 presents an introduction to MPC. Uses cases of MPC and one of the main protocols, Shamir Secret Sharing [35] are mentioned. Features and current studies about MPyC and MP-SPDZ are briefly described.

Chapter 3, we compute and compare the executions times of algorithms in both frameworks. Analysis of inner product, shuffle-sort algorithms and basic operations like addition and multiplication are our objective.

Chapter 4 demonstrates the profiling results of the frameworks. Using cProfiling tool, we focused algorithms bottlenecks to find whether there is a part that needs optimization or not. Using gProf and gProf2dot tools, execution paths are visualized. Sattolo shuffle implementation in MPyC is presented.
CHAPTER 2

MULTI PARTY COMPUTATION

MPC can be thought of as a cryptographic technique that offers trusted-party functionality without the need for reciprocal trust—a trusted party that would accept secret inputs, perform a function, and deliver the output to the stakeholders. As a result, it is guaranteed that no participant learns anything through using the protocol that they couldn’t have known from the output alone. For example, a computation will be applied to two secret values like comparison, addition etc. Firstly, these two secret values are divided into n piece where n is the party number. All pieces shared among parties and each party have n secret pieces. Shamir secret sharing [35] is a common method used for this secret sharing. None of the parties can’t evaluate the main secret value without enough pieces. Desired computation is applied to all pieces without revealing the secret values. Finally secret values are reconstructed with computation results and MPC is completed. Lagrange interpolation[11] is one the common reconstruction method.

2.1 Real-World Applications of MPC

MPC has a broad range of applications. In secure financial transactions, it enables parties to jointly perform financial operations without revealing sensitive details, ensuring the privacy of transactions. In healthcare, it facilitates privacy-preserving analytic on patient data, allowing medical researchers to gain insights without compromising patient confidentiality [36]. Secure voting systems use MPC to ensure the integrity of the voting process while preserving anonymity. One of the real world example
is Boston wage gap [23]. MPC is used in 2017 to calculate the salaries of 166,705 workers from 114 companies. Since companies weren’t going to share their raw data because of privacy concerns, the usage of MPC was essential. The research results revealed that the gender wage gap in the Boston area is significantly greater than predicted. This is an impressive example of how MPC can be applied for the benefit of society.

2.2 Shamir’s Secret Sharing

Shamir’s Secret Sharing [35] is a fundamental cryptographic method that is essential to secure sharing of information and multi-party computation. The fundamental ideas and importance of Shamir’s Secret Sharing system are explained in this subsection.

Shamir’s Secret Sharing is a method for sharing a secret into a number of pieces that can only be merged when an agreed-upon amount of shares are combined. It was developed by Adi Shamir in 1979. Polynomial interpolation is the main idea. Consider a scenario in which shares are generated using the coordinates of a secret, which is represented as a point on a polynomial curve. On this curve, there is a point for each share. Polynomial interpolation is utilized to find the curve’s equation, which reveals the secret, and a minimum number of shares equal to or exceeding a predefined threshold must be acquired in order to reconstruct the secret.

An adversary cannot discover the secret as long as they hold fewer shares than the required amount. Due to this, it is a useful technique in MPC where parties seek to execute computations simultaneously without revealing their private inputs. Shamir’s technique also offers resilience against share defects or losses; even if some shares are corrupted or lost, the secret can still be rebuilt as long as the required number of valid shares is present.

2.3 MP-SPDZ

Multi-Party Secure Protocol for Data-Zero-Knowledge (MP-SPDZ) is a cutting-edge framework designed for secure multi-party computation. It emerges from the inter-
section of cryptography, computer science and distributed systems to address the critical issue of computing functions while preserving privacy among multiple parties. MP-SPDZ stands out due to its strong focus on efficiency and usability. This framework enables multiple parties to jointly compute a function over their private inputs without revealing any sensitive information to one another. MP-SPDZ’s underlying principle is to break down computations into smaller operations then securely combine the results using cryptographic techniques.

2.3.1 Features and Architecture of MP-SPDZ

MP-SPDZ boasts several remarkable features that make it a robust choice for secure multi-party computation. It provides support for arithmetic operations over various data types including integers and floating-point numbers. Moreover, it excels in scalable protocols, which means it can handle computations involving numerous parties efficiently. Additionally, MP-SPDZ offers flexibility by accommodating different security models and threat scenarios. This adaptability makes it versatile for use in both research and practical implementations.

2.3.2 Architecture

The architecture of MP-SPDZ is structured around a client-server model. The clients represent the parties involved in the computation, while servers handle the heavy cryptographic computations. This separation of roles ensures a practical division of labor, with clients responsible for input and output handling and servers managing the secure computation. MP-SPDZ employs advanced cryptographic primitives like homomorphic encryption and secret sharing schemes to ensure data privacy. The system is designed to be modular, allowing for easy integration of new protocols and improvements, which is crucial for keeping pace with evolving security requirements. Overall, MP-SPDZ’s architecture is a well-thought-out balance of efficiency, security and adaptability making it a prominent choice in the MPC landscape.
2.3.3 Use Cases of MP-SPDZ

MP-SPDZ finds practical application in various domains where secure computations are essential. One of its prominent use cases is in privacy-preserving data analysis, especially in situations where multiple parties need to collaborate without disclosing sensitive information. For example, healthcare institutions can use MP-SPDZ to jointly analyze patient data from different hospitals while ensuring that individual patient records remain confidential. Similarly, financial institutions can utilize MP-SPDZ to detect fraudulent activities across multiple banks without sharing customer transaction details.

Another significant application is in secure voting systems. MP-SPDZ can be employed to create a trustful and tamper-proof voting process where voters can cast their ballots privately and the final election results can be computed securely without revealing individual votes. This ensures the integrity of the voting process and protects against coercion or bribery.

Due to its high performance, MP-SPDZ is preferred in many different fields for secure computation. The study "Secure integer division with a private divisor"[38] offers a solution to secure integer division within a secret-sharing based MP-SPDZ framework. The study "SAFEFL: MPC-friendly Framework for Private and Robust Federated Learning"[15] aims to develop more efficient Federated learning (FL)[28] systems. They also used MP-SPDZ framework, which implements various MPC protocols. The study "RPM: Robust Anonymity at Scale"[27] presents a scalable anonymous communication protocol suite using MPC with the offline-online model. They have implemented their protocols using the MP-SPDZ.

2.4 MPyC

The MPyC Python package provides a user-friendly environment for building MPC protocols and is designed for secure computing tasks. Researchers and practitioners have both taken notice of MPyC, which was developed with a focus on simplicity and usability. By allowing many parties to work together on data analysis and processing
while maintaining the privacy of their inputs, MPyC supports secure computations. To maintain privacy and security during computation, it makes use of modern cryptographic techniques including secret sharing and homomorphic encryption.

### 2.4.1 Features and Architecture of MPyC

The strength of MPyC depends in its extensive feature set and clear architectural design. The framework’s high degree of adaptability makes it possible for users to quickly and efficiently perform a variety of secure compute tasks. Support of multiple cryptographic primitives, a high-level Python interface and compatibility with numerous secure computation protocols are a few of the important characteristics. Its architecture takes advantage of Python’s power and simplicity, making it usable by both security professionals and beginners.

A trusted provider is in charge of starting the safe computation in MPyC’s network of parties, each of which has its own secret data inputs. The framework ensures the privacy of these parties’ inputs while allowing safe communication and computation between them. MPyC is a useful tool for researchers, developers and organizations looking to take advantage of secure multi-party computation since it offers a simple and expressive programming model that makes the construction of secure protocols easier.

### 2.4.2 Use Cases of MPyC

A variety of use cases in many different sectors are possible by MPyC’s versatility. For instance, MPyC can be used in the healthcare industry for secure medical data analysis, enabling hospitals and academics to collaborate on patient data studies without revealing private data. In the field of finance, MPyC provides secure financial computations involving numerous stakeholders without revealing sensitive financial data, such as portfolio optimization or risk evaluation. Additionally, MPyC is utilized in secure machine learning, where parties can collaborate to train models on their individual private datasets.
Due to its usability and high compatibility, MPyC is preferable among different fields. The study "Differentially-Private Multi-Party Sketching for Large-Scale Statistics" offers a solution to compute aggregate statistics on large amounts of sensitive data while protecting the privacy of individual users by using MPyC framework. The study "Privacy-Preserving Contrastive Explanations with Local Foil Trees" provides a secure algorithm for machine learning models with implementations in MPyC.
CHAPTER 3

BENCHMARKS

Benchmark serves as a fundamental component of this research, enabling a performance analysis of MPC frameworks, MP-SPDZ and MPyC. The primary purposes of benchmark within this study are as follows:

1. **Performance Comparison:** The main goal of benchmark is to compare MP-SPDZ and MPyC performance across different relevant algorithms. We obtain significant understanding into how these frameworks differ to one another by giving both of them the same set of tasks and evaluating the time it takes for each task to be completed. This is crucial for ones who are looking to choose the best framework for particular MPC applications.

2. **Identifying Strengths and Weaknesses:** Benchmark enables us to identify the execution speed and resource efficiency of MP-SPDZ and MPyC. We can identify which framework performs best in specific tasks or scenarios through analyzing benchmark data and we can also identify potential spots may require optimization. Developers can efficiently focus their optimization efforts by analyzing what sections of the frameworks are the most significant contributions to total execution time.

From basic operations to complex algorithms, execution times are measured. Inner product algorithm, shuffle-sort algorithm and basic operations like multiplication, addition etc. are implemented and analyzed. Shamir secret sharing protocol is applied for all algorithms with 64-bit integers and MacBook Pro with M2 chip, 8-core CPU, 8GB of RAM is the hardware configuration.
3.1 Basic Operations

Basic operations form the basis of all algorithms. Their combinations provide complex functionalities. Following chapters introduce inner product and shuffle sort algorithms which consist of many basic functions. Analyzing the behaviour of basics helps to understand the complex structures. In our work, we calculated total execution times of 100 times of each basic operations, addition, multiplication, reduce addition and reduce multiplication for both MPyC and MP-SPDZ frameworks. Besides we added vector operations for MPyC. Table 3.1 shows how many seconds it takes to compute 100 basic operations of input length from 1 to 100.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>MP-SPDZ</th>
<th>MPyC</th>
<th>MPyC Vec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>map(operator.add, a, b)</td>
<td>vector_add(a, b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>map(operator. mul, a, b)</td>
<td>schur_prod(a, b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reduce(operator.add, a)</td>
<td>mpc.sum(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>reduce (operator mul, a)</td>
<td>mpc.prod(a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>1671</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Functionality of the basic operations are:

- **Schur_prod**: The secure entry-wise multiplication of two vectors
- **Reduce operation**: Applies a function of two arguments cumulatively to the items of a sequence or iterable, from left to right, so as to reduce the iterable to a single value. For example:
reduce(lambda x, y : x + y, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]) calculates

\[ r(((1 + 2) + 3) + 4) + 5) \]

In MP-SPDZ, addition time is very small, less than 1 millisecond. It increases with a rising \( n \) size for multiplication. The unvectorized computations grow linearly with vector size in MPyC. The vectorized operations scale more quickly, although only the sum scales sublinearly. The other operations observe a slowdown as the size of their input vectors increase.

Algorithm 1 shows a secure multiplication operation in MP-SPDZ. Firstly, the variables \( x \) and \( y \) values are assigned from an external file called "Input_0" and "Input_1". While receiving inputs, they are converted to secure types by "sint" operation. \( x \) and \( y \) variables become secure integers. Their values can’t be read by an external user. Only the owners of input files know the values. Then secure multiplication is done with overloaded "\*" operation and final result is obtained. Final result is also secure since it is the result of a secure process. To reveal the final result, it has to be converted from secure type to insecure one. By "reveal()" operation, result is converted from secure to insecure one and its readable by anyone. This process shows only secure operation steps. Secret sharing mechanism isn’t included here. For that purpose, many protocols like Shamir Secret Sharing are used.

**Algorithm 1 Secure Multiplication Algorithm in MP-SPDZ**

\[
\begin{align*}
x & \leftarrow \text{sint.get\_raw\_input\_from(Input\_0)} \\
y & \leftarrow \text{sint.get\_raw\_input\_from(Input\_1)} \\
\text{result} & \leftarrow x \ast y \\
\text{print\_ln}(\%s, \text{resultreveal})
\end{align*}
\]

Algorithm 2 shows a secure multiplication operation in MPyC. Firstly, insecure integers 5 and 7 are converted to secure integers by "SecInt()" operation. Then secure multiplication is done by overloaded "\*" operation. To convert the secure result to insecure integer, mpc.run() operation is called and the result is readable by all users.
Algorithm 2 Secure Multiplication Algorithm in MPyC

\[
\begin{align*}
    x & \leftarrow \text{mpc.SecInt}(5) \\
    y & \leftarrow \text{mpc.SecInt}(7) \\
    \text{result} & \leftarrow x \ast y \\
    \text{final\_result} & \leftarrow \text{mpc.run(result)} \\
    \text{print(final\_result)}
\end{align*}
\]

Evaluating basic operations execution times and using them for comparison approach is also used in the study "Performance Comparison of Two Generic MPC-frameworks with Symmetric Ciphers"\cite{26} to compare MPyC and MP-SPDZ performance. Same basic operations execution times are compared. We want to ensure from our implementations by comparing our results with this study. The relation between size and execution time is similar. MPyC simple operations are worse than both MP-SPDZ and MPyC vectored operations however there is an improvement in the execution times. Compared to mentioned study, our calculated execution times almost 4 times less in the size of 100 in the addition and multiplication operations. In the mpc.sum operation, the results are opposite. Our execution time is 2 times greater. Other operations have similar times.

3.2 Inner Product

Compare to basic operations, more complex algorithms provide better understanding for the performance analysis. Inner product is the second analyzed algorithm. It takes 2 insecure inputs, converts them to secure ones. Then inner product of the inputs is calculated. It is converted back to insecure type and outputted. Figure\textcolor{blue}{3.1} shows how many seconds it takes to compute an inner product of length from 10,000 to 1,000,000.
There is a linear relationship between time and length for both frameworks. In the basic operations, performance difference is obvious however when more complex structures are compared, the difference becomes more striking. MP-SPDZ is about 20 times faster than MPyC with a 1000000 input size and the difference increases with increasing size.

Inner product algorithm execution time analysis is used also in the study "MP-SPDZ: A Versatile Framework for Multi-Party Computation" [22]. This study compares MP-SPDZ with other MPC frameworks. They implemented the same algorithm and used its execution time for performance comparison however they focused only the results of the execution. Improvement of the poor performances isn’t their field of study contrary to us. One of our motivation is to take this study a step further by profiling the algorithm and find out any possible bottleneck.

3.3 Shuffle-Sort

Shuffle and sort algorithms are key components of many larger secure computation protocols. Analysis of the shuffle-sort algorithm has a huge importance in our work. By evaluating this algorithms execution times in both framework, performance comparison becomes more meaningful and precise. Secure sorting protocols allow two (or more) participants to privately sort a list of n secret-shared values without revealing any data about the underlying values to any of the participants. The algo-
Algorithm inputs a set of insecure values and converts them to secure ones. To ensure the randomness, firstly shuffles the input set randomly. Then the secure set is sorted and outputted.

### 3.3.1 MP-SPDZ

We aimed to have an idea on the overall performance with benchmark results before applying the profiling tools. Firstly we analyzed the MP-SPDZ framework. Shuffle algorithm uses Waksman permutation network[40], [3]. Waksman permutation networks are built using “controlled-swap-gates” which take two inputs and a “control bit” that determines whether to swap the two inputs. In the second part, MP-SPDZ sort algorithm bases from radix sort. Its implementation and performance are detailed in the study "Oblivious Radix Sort: An Efficient Sorting Algorithm for Practical Secure Multi-party Computation[5]". The overall algorithm is implemented and execution time is evaluated. Figure 3.2 which shows how many seconds it takes to compute a shuffle-sort algorithm of length from 100 to 2100 in the MP-SPDZ framework.

![Figure 3.2: Shuffle-Sort Algorithm Execution Time In MP-SPDZ](image)
According to the originated study[5], the proposed algorithm time complexity is O(nlogn). Time vs size of input graph should have a smooth increasing line however in our work, we obtained a non-smooth, stair like line. Figure 3.3 shows both expected and our results. Expected result data are taken from the originated study[5]. The reason of this behaviour is the shuffle implementation. Sort algorithm also uses shuffle and Waksman networks are the base of shuffle. Waksman network is a permutation network capable of n! permutation of its n input terminals to its n output terminals. The building blocks for this network are binary cells capable of permuting their two input terminals to their two output terminals. The complexity of shuffle increases by powers of two so with every power of 2 of input length, execution time almost doubles and until the next power, it almost stays the same. Without doubling, the results are almost matched with the expected ones.

Figure 3.3: Shuffle-Sort Algorithm Execution Time In MP-SPDZ and Radix Sort

In the multi party computations, nonlinear behaviours may cause weaknesses. MP-SPDZ framework uses a nonlinear shuffle algorithm and this nonlinear behaviour creates a weakness. If the execution time result of different input lengths are known,
the relation between input lengths may be estimated. For example, if the traitor gets
two different execution time results, according to the ratio between them, the power
difference of input lengths can be estimated. There are linear solutions for shuf-
fle however their execution time performance is worse. The study "Efficient Secure
Three-Party Sorting with Applications to Data Analysis and Heavy Hitters"[2] offers
a perfectly linear approach however it is only described for honest majority and only
for three parties. This nonlinear behaviour is an issue to be resolved for MP-SPDZ.
A linear and higher performance shuffle algorithm is essential.

3.3.2 MPyC

Besides the MP-SPDZ analysis, for the performance comparison, we analyzed the
same algorithm in the MPyC framework. Algorithm3 shows an example of shuffle-
sort with input size 10. # parts are comment lines to show the output of variables.

Algorithm 3 Shuffle-Sort Algorithm in MPyC

\[
\begin{align*}
    n & \leftarrow 10 \\
    s & \leftarrow \left[(-1)^*i * (i + n/2) * 2 \text{ for } i \text{ in range}(n)\right] \\
    \#s & \left\{25, -36, 49, -64, 81, -100, 121, -144, 169, -196\right\} \\
    \text{secnum} & \leftarrow \text{mpc.SecInt()} \\
    x & \leftarrow \text{list(map(secnum, s))} \\
    \text{async with mpc :} \\
    & \quad \text{mpc.random.shuffle(secnum, x)} \\
    & \quad \text{await mpc.output(x)} \\
    & \quad \#output \left\{81, 49, -144, 169, -64, -100, 25, -36, -196, 121\right\} \\
    x & \leftarrow \text{mpc.sorted(x)} \\
    & \quad \text{await mpc.output(x)} \\
    & \quad \#output \left\{-196, -144, -100, -64, -36, 25, 49, 81, 121, 169\right\}
\end{align*}
\]

Before shuffle sort calls, input list has to be converted to secure integers for MPC.
Secure conversion means that the values are distributed among parties with secret
sharing protocols. Default party number is 3 and MPyC uses Shamir[35] secret shar-
ing. "async" "await" structure is used since if the sort operation starts before the
first output() operation finished, list x already started to be sorted before shuffle result is outputted and output doesn’t give true result. Figure 3.4 shows how many seconds it takes to compute a shuffle-sort algorithm of length from 100 to 6000 in the both frameworks. MPyC execution times have a linear relationship with n size since MPyC uses Batcher’s odd-even mergesort[21]. This approach has a linear cost however its complexity is $O(n \log^2 n)$ and its clearly seen from the Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4: Shuffle-Sort Algorithm Execution Time In MP-SPDZ and MPyC](image)

Figure 3.4: Shuffle-Sort Algorithm Execution Time In MP-SPDZ and MPyC
CHAPTER 4

PROFILING

Code profiling is a software analysis technique used to measure and analyze the performance characteristics of an algorithm during its execution. The aim is identifying bottlenecks for optimization. It involves set of statistics that describes how often and for how long various parts of the program are executed. This data helps developers and analysts identify areas in the code that may require optimization. There are several ways of profiling. In this work, cProfiling, gprof\cite{17} and gprof2dot\cite{13} tools are used. “cProfile” is a built-in profiler for Python. It allows you to measure the execution time of different parts of your Python code. Advantages of cProfiling as follows:

- It provides the overall execution time of the whole code
- It gives the time spent of each individual call. You may compare and determine which components require optimization using this.
- The number of times each function call is also presented
- Using pstats module, the useful data can be extracted. Then this data can be visualised for better analysis.

“gprof” is a profiling tool provided by the GNU Compiler Collection (GCC) for analyzing the performance programs. gprof2dot” is a Python script that converts the output of gprof into a graphical representation, typically in the form of a call graph or dot graph. In our study, using cProfile and pstats modules, profiling data of the code is extracted and saved as pstats file. This file holds all execution time statistics of the
functions. Then pstats file is converted to a dot file with gprof module. For visualization of the data, gprof2dot module converts the dot file into a call graph to a png file. Call graph represents the code execution path from main function to basic operations like addition, multiplication. It also provides percentage of the execution times of all functions by comparing them.

In the Chapter 3, execution times of the algorithms and basic operations are shared separately. In this chapter, we will provide the profiling statistics of the algorithms by showing how often the basic operations are called and how much their percentages are in the execution time. This progress reveals the bottlenecks of the algorithms if exist. Applying the profiling methods to MPyC framework is more meaningful since it has worse performance than MP-SDPZ in all benchmark results. Following sections present our analysis about inner product and shuffle sort on MPyC. Basic operations profiling is nonsense since they are on the bottom of the algorithm. They forms the basis. There is not any further call after them. Nevertheless, we share the call graphs of the basic functions to support this claim. In the Figures 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13 and 4.14 shows the graphs of basic calls. They don’t have a significant call block. Most of the execution times are belong to input and output phases.

4.1 Inner Product

We analyzed Inner Product algorithm with profiling tools to get a deeper insight. In the beginning, to get the execution times of each function call, line profiling is used however only the functions which are located on the main page times are obtained. We are not able to see whether there are any bottleneck points in any of the functions. Then the method is switched to cProfiling. It allows us to see all function calls and their execution times.

cProfile tool outputs are the followings:

- **ncalls**: The number of times a specific code block was called during the profiling.

- **tottime**: Total time spent executing the specific code block, excluding the time...
spent in its sub-functions.

- **percall**: Average time spent per call to the specific function. It’s calculated by dividing the tottime by the ncalls.

- **cumtime**: Cumulative time spent in the specific function and all its sub-functions. It includes the time spent in the sub-functions.

- **percall**: Average cumulative time spent per call to the specific function. It’s calculated by dividing the cumtime by the ncalls.

- **filename**: This indicates the name of the file where the function or code block is defined.

Figure 4.1 shows cProfiling results of the Inner Product algorithm in MPyC framework. The results are sorted according the tottime of the calls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ncalls</th>
<th>tottime</th>
<th>percall</th>
<th>cumtime</th>
<th>percall</th>
<th>filename:</th>
<th>(function)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000007</td>
<td>2.079</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2.356</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>finfields.py:</td>
<td><strong>init</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000002</td>
<td>1.348</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.424</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>sectypes.py:</td>
<td><strong>init</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000002</td>
<td>1.226</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4.073</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>sectypes.py:</td>
<td><strong>init</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000007</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>finfields.py:</td>
<td><strong>init</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>12.388</td>
<td>12.388</td>
<td>innerProduct.py:</td>
<td>(main)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>6.825</td>
<td>3.412</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(input)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(in_prod)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: Profiling Results of Inner Product

Functionality of the calls are:

- **__init__**: Convert the insecure inputs to secure ones

- **input**: Input x to the computation

- **in_prod**: Securely calculate the inner product of the inputs

The algorithm doesn’t have any basic function call. Initialization calls have a dominance on the execution time. Almost 33% of the total time belongs to init functions. Init functions are mainly responsible for initialization of secure integers and initialization of shares. The functions assign secret values to integers to use them in the secret sharing phase. Secret values of shares for each party are also assigned for
the computation part. The key call is "in_prod()” however it has just 8 milliseconds call time. Even with its subfuntions, its cumulative time is %7 of the total execution time. Figure 4.8 supports these analysis. It tells us the call path of the algorithm from main function to basic operations. Blue painted blocks have feasible execution times. Other colors represent the increasing usage of time. Clearly seen that "in_prod()” call is on the side of blue blocks. In the bottom, init functions are colored green and light blue which represents the most effective parts in the whole calls. We didn’t face with any bottlenecks in the analysis however optimization on the init functions may have an impressive effect on the total execution time.

4.2 Shuffle-Sort

The profiling analysis of shuffle sort algorithm is one of our main contributions. In the benchmark chapter, we showed the performance difference between frameworks for the shuffle sort algorithm. In addition to that analysis, with profiling results, we aimed to find out at least one of the reasons of MPyC poor performance. Compared to inner product, shuffle-sort has more complex inner structure. With this algorithm, we created a use case which consists of many basic operations. Too much function calls increase the probability of a bottleneck where the execution is stuck and spends redundant time. By analyzing the statistics of the calls, we aimed to reveal the bottlenecks if they exist. In the Figure 4.2 shows cProfiling results of a shuffle-sort algorithm of length 100,000 in MPyC. The results are sorted according to the cumulative time of the calls.

Sort() and shuffle() functions are the key calls. Their total execution time equals the overall execution time. Init functions don’t have an important effect in contrast to inner product.
Functionality of the other calls are:

- **lt()**: Convert the insecure inputs to secure ones

- **sgn()**: returns the sign of the input.

\[
\text{return of } \text{sgn}(x) = \begin{cases} 
-1, & \text{if } x \leq 0 \\
0, & \text{if } x = 0 \\
1, & \text{if } x \geq 0 
\end{cases}
\]

Besides the above functions, basic operations have an impressive role. Their cumulative time seems like they are the least important ones however Figure 4.3 shows that without adding sub functions, __mul__() function have the most execution time. Figure 4.3 shows cProfiling results sorted according to the tottime of the calls.

Gray painted rows have the most cumulative time however their own execution times are less than basic operations. They don’t have an impressive effect on the total time with own execution times. On the other hand, they have an impressive effect with their subfunctions. Figure 4.7 shows gprof2dot output of a shuffle-sort algorithm of length 100,000 in MPyC. When we follow the green and red blocks, in the bottom of the
colored blocks, sgn() function call has the most weight compared with the same level calls. There is not any impressive call below sgn function in the call path. Most of the basic functions are the sub function of sgn(). It may not effect the total time by its own execution however with many basic calls, it have a huge effect. In the Figure 4.2 almost %90 of the cumulative time belongs to sgn() and its subfunctions. Effort on the decreasing its execution time is meaningless however if the sub function call times is decreased, their total effect may be decreased and sgn() weight is reduced.

![Figure 4.2: Profiling Results of Shuffle-Sort are sorted according to tottime](image)

Profiling results show that shuffle call has a critical effect on the performance and we focused that part. Optimization in the shuffle call may decrease the execution time drastically. MPyC framework uses the modern version of Fisher–Yates shuffle algorithm. The original version of the Fisher-Yates is an algorithm for generating a random permutation of a finite set. Each element is swapped with a random one from the same list so this process ensures a uniformly random arrangement of elements. The modern version swaps the elements with unswapped ones and this increases efficiency. In the result of these shuffles, the elements may stay in their original positions and also the sequence may not be shuffled with a $1 \div n!$ probability. In the Sattolo shuffle, elements are shuffled in a way that guarantees no element remains in its original position by creating a cycle of permutations.

Algorithm 4 shows the Sattolo shuffle implementation in Python. Firstly, a random integer is obtained to get the value of a random index. In each iteration, this random value and the next value in the iteration are swapped.
Algorithm 4 Sattolo Shuffle in Python

def sattolo(x):
    n ← len(x)
    for i in range(n-1, 0, -1):
        r ← random.randrange(0, i)
        x[i], x[r] ← x[r], x[i]
    return

For the insecure operations, swapping the elements in a list is straightforward since the values and indexes are known however for secure operations, the indexes are secret so swapping is a bit challenging. All elements in the list must be swapped randomly one by one from last element to first one. While swapping, none of the elements can stay in its original position since swap operation is done between the target element and rest of the list which are not swapped yet. Algorithm 5 shows the Sattolo shuffle implementation in MPyC framework.

Algorithm 5 Sattolo Shuffle Implementation in MPyC

def shuffle(sectype, x):
    n ← len(x)
    for i in range(n-1, 0, -1):
        u ← random_unit_vector(sectype, i)
        x_u ← runtime.in_prod(x[:i], u)
        d ← runtime.scalar_mul(x[i] - x_u, u)
        x[i] ← x_u
        x[:i] ← runtime.vector_add(x[:i], d)
    return

1. Firstly a random element has to be selected. To select an element randomly and securely, random_unit_vector() call is used. A unit vector is created with one of the cells is filled with 1 and rest of the elements are 0. The index which is determined randomly is secure so the position of the 1 is secret.

2. With the inner product operation between the actual list x and unit vector u, a random element is chosen from the list and assigned to x_u. This value will be
switched with \( x[i] \) in the following lines.

3. With scalar multiplication operation between \((x[i] - x_u)\) and unit vector, a vector, \( d \), is obtained that holds \( x[i] - x_u \) in its secret index. Then \( x_u \) value is assigned to \( i \) index of \( x \) vector. First swap is done.

4. After the vector addition with \( x \) and \( d \) vector, result of \( x_u + x[i] - x_u = x[i] \) assigned to the secret index of \( x \) vector.

We have implemented Sattolo shuffle for both performance and usability since Sattolo shuffle is one the preferred algorithms in many studies\(^{43}\), \(^{32}\), \(^{31}\), \(^{44}\), \(^{33}\). For the performance, the execution time is the same as modern version of Fisher-Yates shuffle. The figure \(^{4.4}\) shows the execution times of original and Sattolo shuffle in MPyC.

![Figure 4.4: Original and Sattolo Shuffle-Sort Algorithm Execution Time in MPyC](image)

Besides execution times, we obtained profiling results for deeper analysis. Main functions and their sub calls execution times and number of calls are presented in the Figure \(^{4.5}\) for original Shuffle and in the Figure \(^{4.6}\) for the Sattolo Shuffle. The call times and overall execution time are almost same. Performance enhancement isn’t
obtained however our implementation shows that without any performance concern, Sattolo Shuffle can be implemented easily and used for further studies.

Figure 4.5: Profiling Results of Original Shuffle-Sort are sorted according to cumtime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n calls</th>
<th>ttime</th>
<th>percall</th>
<th>cumtime</th>
<th>percall</th>
<th>filename:</th>
<th>(function)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>12.119</td>
<td>12.119</td>
<td>sort.py:</td>
<td>(main)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>7.959</td>
<td>7.959</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(sorted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>7.959</td>
<td>7.959</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(_sort)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9505</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>7.082</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>sectypes.py:</td>
<td><strong>lt</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19010</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>6.834</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(sgn)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1  0.028  0.028  4.155  4.155 random.py: (shuffle)
29424  0.515  0.000  3.862  0.000 runtime.py: (random_bits)
2549733  1.845  0.000  2.266  0.000 finfields.py: (__init__)
998  0.020  0.000  2.128  0.002 random.py: (random_unit_vector)
912428  0.628  0.000  1.491  0.000 finfields.py: (__mul__)

Figure 4.6: Profiling Results of Sattolo Shuffle-Sort are sorted according to cumtime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n calls</th>
<th>ttime</th>
<th>percall</th>
<th>cumtime</th>
<th>percall</th>
<th>filename:</th>
<th>(function)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>12.414</td>
<td>12.214</td>
<td>sort.py:</td>
<td>(main)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>8.020</td>
<td>8.020</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(sorted)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>8.020</td>
<td>8.020</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(_sort)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9505</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>7.116</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>sectypes.py:</td>
<td><strong>lt</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19010</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>6.860</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>runtime.py:</td>
<td>(sgn)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1  0.027  0.027  4.092  4.092 random.py: (shuffle)
39448  0.529  0.000  3.828  0.000 runtime.py: (random_bits)
2549851  1.873  0.000  2.203  0.000 finfields.py: (__init__)
998  0.021  0.000  2.106  0.002 random.py: (random_unit_vector)
912445  0.648  0.000  1.420  0.000 finfields.py: (__mul__)
Figure 4.7: Dot Graph of Shuffle-Sort in MPyC
Figure 4.8: Dot Graph of Inner Product in MPyC
Figure 4.9: Dot Graph of Reduce Multiplication in MPyC
Figure 4.10: Dot Graph of Reduce Addition in MPyC
Figure 4.11: Dot Graph of Vector Addition in MPyC
Figure 4.12: Dot Graph of Schur_Prod() in MPyC
Figure 4.13: Dot Graph of mpc.Prod() in MPyC
Figure 4.14: Dot Graph of mpc.Sum() in MPyC
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Thanks to advances in technology, algorithms are now more reliable and efficient. Nowadays people have the chance to use these algorithms to store and process their private information. Key objectives of the research is to analyze these algorithms especially the frameworks, and reveal the bottlenecks for optimization.

In this thesis, we focus on two Multi Party Computation frameworks MP-SPDZ and MPyC. Firstly, we give the background information about MPC. Its development process and features are presented. Then, detailed descriptions of the frameworks are given. Their features and related studies are introduced for better understanding of our goal. Later, we present our work. Performance comparison results of the frameworks are given. Benchmarks results are shown and the outstanding performance of MP-SPDZ is clearly seen in all implemented algorithms. A nonlinear pattern is obtained in the MP-SPDZ framework analysis because of its shuffle algorithm. In the shuffle-sort algorithm, in every power of 2, execution time is doubled and remained almost same until the next power of 2. This nonlinear behaviour is described as a weakness and defined as an open problem for future work.

Besides benchmarks, profiling analysis are done for a deeper insight. Bottlenecks of the algorithms are searched. We presented the profiling results and for better understanding, we visualised the execution paths by using gproof and gproof2dot tools. In the inner product algorithm analysis, we didn’t face any bottlenecks in the key functions. Improvement of the init functions may have major effect on the optimization. In the shuffle-sort algorithm analysis in MPyC, shuffle part has the same importance with the sort part and we focused on shuffle. Sattolo shuffle is implemented instead
of modern version of Fisher-Yates shuffle. Performance enhancement isn’t achieved however its showed that Sattolo shuffle functionality can be used easily if needed with our implementation.
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